
LEDs as Single-Photon Avalanche Photodiodes 
by Jonathan Newport, American University 

 

Lab Objectives: 

 Use a photon detector to illustrate properties of random counting experiments. 

 Use limiting probability distributions to perform statistical analysis on a physical system. 

 Plot histograms. 

 Condition a detector’s signal for further electronic processing. 

 Use a breadboard, power supply and oscilloscope to construct a circuit and make measurements. 

 Learn about semiconductor device physics. 

 

Reading: 

 

Taylor 3.2 – The Square-Root Rule for a Counting Experiment pp. 48-49 

Taylor 5.1-5.3 – Histograms and the Normal Distribution pp. 121-135 

Taylor Ch. 11 – The Poisson Distribution pp. 245-254 

Taylor Problem 5.6 – The Exponential Distribution p. 155 

  



Experiment #1: Lighting an LED 

A Light-Emitting Diode is a non-linear circuit element that can produce a controlled 

amount of light. The AND113R datasheet shows that the luminous intensity is 

proportional to the current flowing through the LED. As illustrated in the IV curve 

shown below, the current flowing through the diode is in turn proportional to the 

voltage across the diode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diodes behave like a one-way valve for current. When the voltage on the Anode is more positive than the voltage on the 

Cathode, then the diode is said to be in Forward Bias. As the voltage across the diode increases, the current through the 

diode increases dramatically. The heat generated by this current can easily destroy the device. It is therefore wise to 

install a current-limiting resistor in series with the diode to prevent thermal runaway. 

 

When the voltage on the Cathode is more positive than the voltage on the Anode, the diode is said to be in Reverse Bias. 

For typical reverse bias voltages, very little current flows through the device (essentially no current). However, when the 

reverse bias voltage is large enough, the diode will start to conduct – this process is called breakdown. For many diodes, 

the reverse breakdown voltage -Vzk exceeds -1000V. For the LEDs we will use, the breakdown voltage is around -25V. It is 

a breakdown process that we shall exploit to detect single photons of light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

Procedure: 

1. Adjust your voltage source V1 so that it is near 0Vdc. 

2. Construct the circuit shown above and slowly increase V1 until the LED begins to produce light. 

3. Increase the voltage until the circuit draws 20mA of current. 

4. Using a DMM, measure and record the voltage drop across the LED. Does this agree with the value provided in 

the datasheet?  



Experiment #2: Detecting Photons 

LEDs are intended to be used as their name suggests, as light emitting devices. However, the semiconductor physics that 

governs their behaviour also allows them to be used as light detectors. LEDs can be used as photodiodes (essentially tiny 

solar cells) to detect light near their own wavelength. Even non-light emitting glass-encapsulated diodes generate 

photocurrents when exposed to light.  

 

Detecting single photons of light is another matter entirely. Single-photon detectors such as the avalanche photodiode 

(APD), Photomultiplier (PMT), Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) and bolometer are often expensive, require dangerous high 

voltages, and are easily damaged. Fortunately, a few intrepid physicists have found a handful of inexpensive LEDs that 

undergo the avalanche breakdown required of single-photon detectors. These LEDs are not designed for this purpose, so 

they make rather poor detectors, but they are excellent for the didactic exercises that follow. In this experiment, one of 

these special LEDs is reverse biased and as the bias voltage is increased, the LED becomes an avalanche photodiode! 

 

 
 

Procedure: 

1. Adjust your voltage source V1 so that it is near 0Vdc. 

2. Noting that the LED is in reverse bias, construct the circuit shown above.  

3. Attach an oscilloscope probe across the resistor.  

a. Make sure that both your oscilloscope probe and oscilloscope channel are set to the ×10 setting. 

b. A good place to start is to set the oscilloscope vertical scale to 100mV/div and horizontal scale to 

10µs/div. 

c. Trigger on the active channel and set the trigger level to ≈100mV. 

4. The AND113R LED starts to act like an avalanche photodiode at ≈26±2V of reverse bias. Approach this value 

slowly until you start to see pulses. These pulses represent single photons of light striking your detector! How do 

you know that this circuit is indeed acting like a photodetector? 

5. Play with the various circuit and oscilloscope parameters and make observations. Some parameters to explore 

might be: 

a. Reverse bias voltage 

b. Trigger level 

c. Current limiting resistors between 100kΩ-1MΩ. Why does the pulse shape change with different 

resistors? Hint: the LED has a junction capacitance. 

6. Take at least one oscilloscope screen capture of a photon pulse and include this in your laboratory report. 

  



Experiment #3: Signal Conditioning 

We want to explore the timing properties of the pulses coming from an avalanche photodetector. To do so, the pulses 

need to be conditioned in a way so that they can be read by a digital system. The circuit we will use to convert the pulses 

in Experiment #2 to digital signals is called a discriminator.  The term discriminator originated in the particle physics 

community to describe a circuit that provides an output signal when an input signal exceeds a threshold value. If you 

play with the trigger level in Experiment #2, you should notice that more pulses are displayed on the screen when the 

trigger level is low. 

   

 

 

 

 

The circuit component used to effect a discriminator in this lab is called a comparator. When the voltage at the non-

inverting input (labeled with a “+”) is greater than the voltage at the inverting input (labeled with a “-“), the output 

voltage is +5Vdc (digital logic “1”). When the voltage at the non-inverting input (+) is less than the voltage at the 

inverting input (-), the output voltage is 0Vdc (digital logic “0”). 

 

Procedure: 

1. Construct the circuit shown above. Note that you can provide +5Vdc power to your circuit using the onboard 

power supply of the Teensy microcontroller, but that you need to connect the microUSB connector to an 

external power source (the computer is fine for this!). Additionally, V_bias for your photodetector should be 

provided by an external power supply. 

2. Simultaneously display the photodetector’s pulses and the output of the discriminator on an oscilloscope. 

Adjust the potentiometer level so that the output provides one conditioned pulse for every photon pulse. 

3. Measure and record the discriminator voltage level. You may need to adjust this later to mitigate errors 

associated with photon detection (see Appendix D). 

4. Record at least one oscilloscope screenshot illustrative of your working discriminator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Experiment #4: Counts per Interval – Frequency Analysis 

 

This experiment explores the statistics of random events. In performing seminal work on radioactivity[1], Rutherford and 

his collaborators developed methods for detecting, and counting, single particles emitted from radioactive substances. 

These collected data were then used to show that radioactive decays were in agreement with the mathematical theories 

of random events. If the light source emitting photons falling on your detector are indeed random, the following 

experiments are an analogous reproduction of Rutherford’s experiments with radioactivity. 

 
Procedure: 

1. Connect the output of your discriminator to the microcontroller’s input (for this portion of the experiment you 

could also use a frequency counter and record data by hand, but the automated nature of the microcontroller 

data collection process makes things much easier). 

2. Choose an integration time (the default is 500ms) and program the Teensy with the 

TeensyFrequencyCounter.ino (see Appendix B) 

3. Open the Serial Monitor and collect photon frequency data over at least 100 integration periods. What 

environmental variables need to be kept constant for a valid dataset? Import this data into your favorite data 

analysis application. You may also elect to correct the data for any background signal. As ever, ensure thorough 

documentation of your data collection methods. 

4. Statistical Analysis: 

a. For the entire valid dataset, calculate the mean �̅�, standard deviation σ, variance  σ2, standard deviation 

on the mean 𝜎�̅� , and the average absolute deviation 𝑑′ = 〈|𝑥 − �̅�|〉. If the data is Gaussian, the 

average absolute deviation should tend toward, 

𝑑′ = 𝜎√
2

𝜋
 

b. Prepare a histogram of the data complete with error bars. If you are unfamiliar with histograms or 

counting experiments, please review Taylor Sections 3.2 and 5.1-5.3 and Chapter 11. You may also elect 

to compare your data to Gaussian, Poissonian and/or sub-Poissonian distributions, discussing the 

relative merits of each of these distributions as compared to the collected data. You might also use a 

chi-squared test to make an estimate of the goodness-of-fit between theory and experiment. 

c. Report the mean value of the frequency data and its associated uncertainty with the correct number of 

significant figures.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photon_antibunching


Experiment #5: Time Distribution of Counts – Temporal Interval Analysis 

 

Hans Geiger and Ernest Marsden collected experimental data on radioactive materials at the University of Manchester in 

the early twentieth century. Under the direction of Ernest Rutherford, their experiments provided the first experimental 

evidence of the nucleus. Their data collection methods were similar to those that will be explored in this experiment – 

namely, taking the elapsed times between radioactive events as observed on a phosphorescent scintillator. Geiger and 

Marsden measured time intervals with a stopwatch. The rates we deal with in this experiment are much higher, so we 

seek an accurate and fast electronic means of data collection.  

 

1. Connect the output of your discriminator to the microcontroller’s input (for this portion of the experiment you 

must use the functionality of the microcontroller – no other instrument in the lab is capable of autonomously 

collecting timing data between events!). 

2. Choose an integration time (the default is ten seconds) and program the Teensy with TeensyIntervalTimer.ino  

3. Open the Serial Monitor and press the small button to commence data collection. The screen should populate 

with time-between-counts, reported in microseconds, over the course of ten seconds. Import this data (tip: use 

CTRL-A to select all data) into your favourite data analysis application. 

4. Statistical Analysis: 

a. For the entire valid dataset, create a histogram of the data, complete with error bars. Plot the histogram 

on a ln-linear scale. It is best to display this data with a scatterplot, in lieu of the default bar chart. 

b. If the data are truly random and exhibit Poissonian statistics, the limiting distribution should be 

exponential (see Taylor Problem 5.6). To fit this plot, linearize your data and find the slope and y-

intercept. 

c. Given an adequate fit to these data, the mean can be calculated in three different ways, via statistics, 

the y-intercept, and the slope of your exponential fit. Discuss the relative merits of each of these values. 

d. Report the mean and its associated uncertainty with the correct number of significant figures. 

 

Additional Experiments: 

 

The parameter space to explore in this lab is extensive. Some additional suggested experiments are listed below: 

 

1. Measure the “dark count” of pulses by completely covering the photodetector. This data can be used to subtract 

a “background” from your data (see Taylor Section 11.4). 

2. Create a constant source of illumination using an LED. Measure the count rate as a function of LED Current 

and/or luminous intensity. 

3. Investigate any “dead time” effects of your detection circuit by varying the resistor in series with the 

photodetector. By plotting the pulse width (measured at 1/e) as a function of resistance, one can find the 

capacitance of the photodetector via τ = RC. 

4. Estimate the quantum efficiency of the photodetector. 

5. Investigate the effect of temperature on count rate. 

6. Investigate the spectral response of the photodetector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix A:  Using a Breadboard and Components 

 
 

In this experiment, the solderless breadboard is used to make connections between components and provide power to 

active components.  

 

Individual rows at the top and bottom of the breadboard are electrically connected, and are generally reserved for 

power connections. In the photograph above, the inner rows denoted with black lines are used for zero potential (a.k.a. 

“ground” or “0V”) and the outer rows denoted with red lines are used for positive voltage supplied by the teensy (in this 

case +5V). 

 

In the central portion of a breadboard, individual columns of five insertion points are electrically connected. These are 

denoted with green lines in the diagram above. The central “trough” is useful to separate connections on standard 

integrated circuits.  



Appendix B:  Programming the Teensy Microcontroller 

 

The Teensy microcontroller connects to a computer via a micro-USB cable. If the computer used doesn’t already have 

the software installed, install the Arduino software: 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software 

 

Then the Teensyduino software (with all libraries installed – particularly we need the FreqCount library): 

https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/td_download.html 

 

Connect the microcontroller and open the Arduino.exe program. The following settings need to be selected in the Tools 

menu for this to function properly: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To program the Teensy, open the appropriate .ino file (or copy and paste the appropriate code below) and click the 

Upload button as shown above. Open the Serial Monitor to communicate with the Teensy over the serial interface.  

 

 
//-------------------------TeensyFrequencyCounter.ino------------------------- 

#include <FreqCount.h> 

 

const unsigned long gateTime = 500;    //integration time, in milliseconds 

 

void setup() { 

Serial.begin(115200);      //Start serial communications 

   FreqCount.begin(gateTime); //Start frequency counter 

} 

 

void loop() { 

if (FreqCount.available()) { 

unsigned long count = FreqCount.read(); 

    Serial.println(count);    //print frequency count to serial port 

} 

} 

  

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/td_download.html


//-------------------------TeensyIntervalTimer.ino------------------------- 

 

elapsedMicros senseTest1; 

elapsedMicros senseTest2; 

const int sensePin = 13;  //this is the input pin 

const int startButton = 12; //this is the pin to which the start button is attached 

byte oldState; 

volatile unsigned int bangTime = 0; 

volatile int dataSent; 

const unsigned long senseLength = 10000000;   //length of time to collect 

//interval data in microseconds 

 

void setup() { 

Serial.begin(115200); 

   pinMode(sensePin, INPUT); 

   pinMode(startButton,INPUT_PULLUP); 

   

   while(!Serial){} //wait for serial port to connect 

   Serial.println("Waiting for Start Button..."); 

   while(digitalRead(startButton) == HIGH){ 

      delay(50); 

   } 

   

   while(digitalRead(sensePin) == LOW){} 

   senseTest1 = 0; 

   senseTest2 = 0; 

   dataSent = 1; 

   attachInterrupt(sensePin, isr, RISING); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

if (dataSent == 0){ 

      Serial.println(bangTime); 

      dataSent = 1; 

   } 

   

   if (senseTest2 > senseLength){ 

        Serial.print("Acquisition Complete over: "); 

      Serial.print(senseLength); 

      Serial.println(" microseconds"); 

      Serial.println("Waiting for Start Button..."); 

      while(digitalRead(startButton) == HIGH){ 

         delay(100); 

      } 

  

      while(digitalRead(sensePin) == LOW){} 

      senseTest1 = 0; 

      senseTest2 = 0; 

      dataSent = 1; 

   } 

} 

 

void isr(){ 

bangTime = senseTest1; 

   senseTest1 = 0; 

   dataSent = 0; 

} 

 

 



Appendix C: Semiconductor Device Physics and Avalanche Breakdown 

 

A SPAD uses a reverse biased p-n junction as the photon detector – in this case an LED.  At the appropriate bias voltage, 

no current will flow ‘backward’ through the LED when no light is incident on the junction, but the absorption of a photon 

will produce an electron-hole pair that is quickly separated by the large electric field in the junction.  The electrons are 

accelerated by the field and collide with other atoms, which produce additional excited electrons.  The process 

continues (see figure), building up an ‘avalanche’ of electrons that produces a current/voltage pulse that is large enough 

to be measured.  This process is analogous to the behavior of a Geiger-Müller tube. 

 

  
 
Figure 1.  Electron energy diagram in a reverse biased p-n junction.  An absorbed photon creates an electron (solid circle) and a hole (empty circle).  
The large reverse bias voltage produces an electric field in the junction that accelerates the electrons toward the n-doped side.  When an electron 
collides with an atom, its kinetic energy can be used to excite an additional electron into the conduction band. Inset: diagram of a reverse biased p-n 
junction.  

 

“Two mechanisms can cause breakdown, namely avalanche multiplication and quantum mechanical tunneling of carriers 

through the bandgap. Neither of the two breakdown mechanisms is destructive. However heating caused by the large 

breakdown current and high breakdown voltage causes the diode to be destroyed unless sufficient heat sinking is 

provided.”  

 

“When applying a high electric field, carriers gain kinetic energy and generate additional electron-hole pairs through 

impact ionization.” 

http://ecee.colorado.edu/~bart/book/book/chapter4/ch4_5.htm 

 

“Carriers can be generated in semiconductors by illuminating the semiconductor with light. The energy of the incoming 

photons is used to bring an electron from a lower energy level to a higher energy level. In the case where an electron is 

removed from the valence band and added to the conduction band, an electron-hole pair is generated. A necessary 

condition is that the energy of the photon, Eph,is larger than the bandgap energy,Eg. As the energy of the photon is given 

off to the electron, the photon no longer exists.” 

http://ecee.colorado.edu/~bart/book/book/chapter2/ch2_8.htm#2_8_6 
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http://ecee.colorado.edu/~bart/book/book/chapter4/ch4_5.htm
http://ecee.colorado.edu/~bart/book/book/chapter2/ch2_8.htm%232_8_6


Appendix D:  Errors Associated with Avalanche Photodetectors 

 

Afterpulsing 

One crucial aspect of the behavior of SPADs is afterpulsing. After a photon initiates an avalanche, it is possible for an 

electron in the p-n junction to be left in an excited state, and if that electron gains enough energy (usually thermal 

energy) to obtain the conductance band, a second avalanche will occur, without a photon initiating it.  So, a single 

photon can cause not one, but a sequence of two or more pulses that are not independent and that occur at very short 

time intervals. Afterpulsing can show up in the data as non-Poisson distributions (since some of the pulses are no longer 

random), and as a large spike at short times when examining the time between pulses. 

 

 

Dead time and pulse widths 

By varying the value of the resistor in series with the LED/SPAD, the RC time constant of the circuit can be controlled.  

This effectively controls the dead time of the detector (the time during which the detector cannot register the arrival of 

a photon). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix E: Notes on Circuit Protection 

 

A simple circuit is used to protect the Teensy microcontroller and the +5V USB power supply from excessive current and 

voltage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USB ports are designed to supply 2.5W of power at a nominal voltage of +5V. This +5V supply is used to power the 

microcontroller and comparator circuits, the combination of which draws around 50mA (most of the current is drawn by 

the Teensy). If a low-impedance load (such as a short circuit!) is presented to the supply, the host computer may be 

damaged. To prevent this, a 500mA PTC resettable fuse is inserted in series with the +5V supply rail. PTC stands for 

Positive Temperature Coefficient – current flowing through the fuse causes it to heat up, and as it heats the resistance 

increases, effectively limiting the current. Unfortunately this is a relatively slow process and dependent on the 

overcurrent value. For the Bourns MF-R025 500mA polyfuse, a 1A overcurrent takes about four seconds to trip, whereas  

a 2A overcurrent takes about 500ms. Most modern computers and power supplies are short-circuit protected, so the 

fuse as overcurrent protection is (hopefully) a redundancy. 

 

More critically, we want to protect both the relatively expensive Teensy and the USB power supply from overvoltages. 

The +5V USB supply feeds a LP38691 3.3V voltage regulator which has a maximum input voltage of +10V. In the event a 

voltage of greater than 5V is present on the supply rail, a reverse-biased 5.1V Zener diode in parallel with the load limits 

the voltage to around 5.1V. By itself, the Zener diode would draw as much current as the external power supply could 

source, and unless it were a particularly beefy Zener, would cease to provide protection due to its thermogenic demise. 

Upon destruction, the Zener would fail open-circuit, allowing for further destruction of the Teensy and possibly the host 

computer. To prevent this, the polyfuse serves to limit the amount of current flowing through the Zener in an 

overvoltage condition. When the Zener diode is in reverse breakdown, the voltage across its terminals is about 5.1V and 

the polyfuse limits the current flowing through it to a maximum of 500mA. We therefore require a Zener with a power 

rating of, 

 

𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉 = 0.5[𝐴] × 5.1[𝑉] = 2.55[𝑊] 

 

It is good practice to select parts that are over-specified in power, so the 5W 1N5338 Zener diode is chosen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

It should also be noted that the Teensy has a maximum voltage rating of 5.5V and a minimum voltage rating of -0.3V for 

each of its input pins. Connecting a +25V power supply directly to any of the Teensy’s pins will release the magic smoke! 

The Teensy does have internal input protection diodes, as shown above, that provide some protection from low-current 

voltages outside this -0.3V to +5.5V range.  

 

To see how this operates, assume you have connected a voltage of greater than around 3.6V directly to the Teensy Input 

Pin. Because 3.6V-3.3V = +0.3V is greater than the voltage needed to place the upper diode into forward conduction, the 

diode conducts current and the voltage going to the internal logic circuitry is limited to 3.6V. Likewise if a voltage lower 

than around -0.3V is placed on the Teensy Input Pin, the diode connected to ground goes into forward conduction and 

the voltage presented to the internal logic is limited to -0.3V. 

 

These internal protection diodes are only rated to 10mA, so to protect from low-

impedance overvoltages, such as those from a power supply, one can include a series 

resistor to limit the current. Kirchoff’s Voltage Law for the circuit shown below is, 

 

0 = −𝑉1 + 𝑉𝑅 + 𝑉𝐷 + 𝑉𝐷𝐷 

 

Where 𝑉1 is the power supply voltage, 𝑉𝑅 is the voltage drop across the resistor, 𝑉𝐷 is the 

voltage drop across the diode, and 𝑉𝐷𝐷 is the positive power supply (in this case 3.3V). We 

want to find the resistance necessary to limit the current drawn, so using Ohm’s Law and 

rearranging yields, 

 

𝑅 =
𝑉1 − 𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑉𝐷

𝐼
 

 

 Many lab power supplies can source up to 30V, so we choose 𝑉1 = 30𝑉. I suspect that the internal diodes are Schottky 

diodes, which have a forward voltage of around 𝑉𝐷 = 0.3V. 𝑉𝐷𝐷 = 3.3𝑉 and 𝐼 = 10𝑚𝐴 so, 

 

𝑅 =
30𝑉 − 3.3𝑉 − 0.3𝑉

10𝑚𝐴
= 2.64𝑘Ω 

 

To be safe, choose a resistor of 10kΩ as an input resistor. 

 

Circuit protection is a topic unto itself, and far more sophisticated circuits are beautifully and concisely discussed in The 

Art of Electronics, 3rd ed. Section 9.13. 


